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While cities are the focus of most economic activity, rural areas play an important role for most people in the Pacific Rim. Disputes over land, grazing rights, homes, credit issues and financial resources can be a serious impediment to peaceful co-existence and social progress. In Arizona and Indonesia, this has caused large dollar value disputes, riots and even death. Both jurisdictions have large rural areas, native peoples, many languages, religions and a history of violent conflict. In both rural and agricultural based Arizona and Indonesia, this presentation highlights methodology and courses being developed to solve some of these conflicts.

Mediation, alternative dispute resolution, peace making and arbitration are techniques that can help solve both commercial and civil disputes. This is particularly true where the “rule of law” or courts cannot or will not be able to solve issues quickly, economically and efficiently. In fact, rural alternative dispute resolution grew out of farmers’ disputes, which could not be resolved by the existing institutions or courts in the 1980’s in the U.S.. In the United States of America over 70% of disputes referred to mediation are solved to the satisfaction of all parties. Today, around the world, mediation and similar techniques are used in trade matters, cross border issues, land issues, health determinations, divorce and a wide variety of other issues before the courts, government agencies, and other organizations.

Indonesia has more than 300 ethnic groups, which have distinct cultures, business, civil and commercial practices. As an emerging market, it faces a number of problems in multicultural and commercial practices. These problems are challenging the ability of rural community development. An article in the International Herald Tribune entitled “Indonesia faces a breakdown…..” stated that “Many fail to realize that restructuring the financial sector (and many others) without restructuring the judiciary will end in failure” The need to have an alternative dispute resolution continues to grow, as well as the need to empower the people.

Indonesia, as a relatively young country, can learn a lot from America’s Southwest long history of disputes and resolution. Similarly across the Pacific Americra’s Southwest can learn from Indonesia. Arizona has over 27 Native American nations, a large Asian and Hispanic community, gender issues,
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economic disparity, and five major religions that must work together to solve disputes, mediate crises and build communities in rural areas. The techniques and institutions that grew out of the U.S. farm credit crisis and America’s southwest cultural and ethnic diversity could provide a number of ideas, techniques, and educational tools that are useful in alternative dispute and crises resolution.

In Indonesia, conflicts have caused riots and even death. In both rural and agriculturally based Arizona and Indonesia, this paper highlights methodology and courses being developed to solve some of these conflicts. Over fifteen rural based agricultural oriented universities and colleges have used mediation, alternative conflict resolution and peace studies to help the global transformation of agriculture, support faculty and students, and also raise money for universities. Collectively the universities have raised over $45 million dollars over the past fifteen years to help fund badly needed education and dispute resolution due to the challenging economic and financial conditions in Agriculture and rural areas. Furthermore, this program has saved over $200 million dollars for the U.S., regional governments, farmers, ranchers and rural citizens over the past 15 years.

The funding comes from both regional and national institutions—a national and local partnership. The universities in the U.S. include Arizona State University, University of California, Boise University (Idaho), Southern Illinois University, University of Minnesota, Kansas State University, New Mexico State University, Southern Louisiana University, University of Florida and Oklahoma State University. Internationally, there are also six universities setting up mediation centers to assist with the decentralization and market changes. These are on three islands and six regions in Indonesia. The Indonesian universities include the Agricultural Academies in Bogor and Yogajarkarta (IPB), Satya Wacana Christian University in Salatiga, and Iain Walisongo Semarang (State Institute for Islamic Studies) in Semarang. These efforts grew out of the farm and farm credit crisis of the 1980’s. The American Association for Higher Education in their service learning series highlighted the educational value by stating that these studies and programs could help “educators interested in reconnecting higher education not only with their communities but with the tradition of education for service”. The American association for higher education has been very supportive of these programs.3

Mediation, alternative dispute resolution, peace making and arbitration are techniques that can help solve both commercial and civil disputes. This is particularly true where the “rule of law” or courts cannot or will not be able to solve issues quickly, economically, and efficiently. In fact, rural alternative dispute resolution grew out of farmers’ disputes, which could not be resolved by the existing institutions. In the U.S., over 70% of disputes referred to mediation

are solved to the satisfaction of all parties. Today around the world, mediation and similar techniques are used in trade matters, cross border issues, land issues, health determinations, divorce, and a wide variety of other issues before the courts, government agencies, and health organizations.

In the transformation of resource-based economies to market-based ones, disputes over land, economic systems, and financial resources can be a serious impediment to growth. In Indonesia, this has caused riots and even death. In both rural and agriculturally based Arizona and Indonesia, this paper highlights methodology and courses being developed to solve some of these conflicts. Recent deadly rural conflicts in the U.S., Jakarta and Bali highlight the need for seeking regional solutions to these disputes. The article reviews the progress in rural alternative dispute resolution.

Mediation, alternative dispute resolution, peace making and arbitration are techniques that can help solve both commercial and civil disputes. This is particularly true where the “rule of law” or courts cannot or will not be able to solve issues quickly, economically, and efficiently. In fact, rural alternative dispute resolution grew out of farmers’ disputes, which could not be resolved by the existing financial and legal institutions quickly and effectively. In the U.S., over 70% of disputes referred to mediation are solved to the satisfaction of all rural parties. Today around the world, rural mediation and similar techniques are used in trade matters, cross border issues, land issues, health determinations, divorce, and a wide variety of other issues before the courts, government agencies, and health organizations.

In other parts of Asia and Europe, there are also conflicts and major disputers. Where there are different ethnic groups, there historically exist conflicts. For example there are over 126 ethnic groups in former Soviet Union—including Ukraine. As a result, there have been major population migrations throughout the region. Similarly, Indonesia has more than 300 ethnic groups, which have distinct cultures, business practices, and civil and commercial practices. Similarly in Arizona, over 50 different ethnic groups exist. There are over 27 Native American nations, one third of the population speaks Spanish as a first language and there are six or seven different active religions. As an emerging market, it faces a number of problems in multicultural and commercial practices. These problems are challenging the ability of rural community development. An article in the International Herald Tribune entitled “Indonesia faces a breakdown….” stated that “Many fail to realize that restructuring the financial sector (an many others) without restructuring the judiciary will end in failure”. The need to have an alternative dispute resolution continues to grow, as well as the need to empower the people.

The CIS and parts of the Central Europe are young countries and can learn from America’s Southwest long history of disputes and resolution. For example,
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Arizona today has over 27 Native American nations, a large Asian and Hispanic community gender issues and five major religions that must work together to solve disputes, mediate crises, and build communities in rural areas. The techniques and institutions that grew out of the U.S. farm credit crisis and America’s southwest cultural and ethnic diversity could provide a number of ideas, techniques, and educational tools that are useful in alternative dispute and crises resolution.

For the past five years, in the U.S. and Indonesia, over 45 institutions related to agriculture and the rural areas have been developing new ideas and institutions to assist alternative dispute resolution in Indonesia. This includes the establishment of Indonesia Rural Alternative Dispute Resolution and Agribusiness courses in Indonesian universities. These institutions focus on developing joint techniques, courses, and certified individuals that will assist rural civic and commercial dispute settlements.

The strategy of Ag mediation centers are to promote courses and training, which focus on civic and mediation centers from the rural areas and to teach courses leading to mediation certificate and dispute resolution programs. The purpose is that the various parties can assist each other to focus on the techniques and alternative dispute resolution process in Indonesia and Southeast Asian emerging markets.

In many parts of the four billion person emerging markets, dispute resolution and Peace Making are very important if commercial business is to be done. For trading efforts like WTO to work they must have a way to resolve disputes across cultures, borders and industries. In areas where there are no traditional “western” legal forms, regional areas need an alternative. These areas and countries do not have strict legal “uniform commercial codes”, understanding of international conventions nor “rules of law” to solve disputes in agribusiness, food and rural transactions. Thus, in many cases, integrity in transactions is a major challenge.

Today the two key emerging agribusiness markets where this can be a challenge are Indonesia, Ukraine and other CIS countries and the Newly Independent States including countries such as Moldova. Each is different. In Indonesia, there are over 300 different ethnic groups in over 6000 islands. With over 200 million people, it is considered a major emerging market of the United States. Another example is Ukraine and other CIS countries, an emerging CIS country were agribusiness makes up over 30% of the transactions. Close to 200 million people in Ukraine and other CIS countries and the CEE endure disputes, which cannot be solved under a “rule of law” system. China, South Africa, Brazil and other emerging markets are an important part of the future. In Australia, also they have helped develop the Integrity of transactions, which face serious difficulties in many transactions.
Arizona is a unique place to forge new ideas in Integrity due to its history and diversity. Arizona is a unique state due to its culture and ethnic diversity. For the past five hundred years, the Spanish territory, Mexican territory, U.S. territory, has faced disputes in the rural areas. While Hollywood movies have focused on the “Wild West” for the regions lore, the realities are quite different in regards to settling disputes and trade issues. The Early Spanish explorers such as Cabeza de Vaca (1536), Marcos de Niza (1539), and Francisco Vásquez de Coronado (1540), and several Spanish missions were founded in the late 17th century. They helped establish trade and other links with the many tribes and Native American nations. Disputes were settled by force during this period. The region came under Mexican control after 1821, and lands north of the Gila R. passed to the U.S. territory of New Mexico at the end of the Mexican war (1846-48). Lands between the Gila R. and today’s southern boundary were added through the Gadsden Purchase (1853). Arizona became a separate territory in 1863, and settlement accelerated after the surrender (1866) of Geronimo ended 25 years of Apache wars. Rapid development of irrigated agriculture, spurred by construction of the Roosevelt dam (1911), and industrial and urban expansion beginning during World War II strained limited water resources. Unfortunately in many areas violence remains as a way to settle commercial and rural disputes. The rural areas show this diversity as most of northern and eastern Arizona lies within the arid Colorado plateau region, and most of the south and west in the flat desert basins (many now irrigated) and jagged mountain ranges of the Basin and Range region. Major rivers are the Colorado, Gila, and Salt. A total of 20,036,000 acres (8,108,000 hectares), or 38% of all U.S. Native American tribal lands, are in Arizona; the largest are the Navaho, Hopi, Apache, Fort Apache and Papago (TOHONO O’ODHAM) farming operations and reservations. In 1990 Arizona was 81% white, 19% Native American and others.

Like Arizona, Emerging Markets such as Ukraine and other CIS countries and Indonesia have challenges settling disputes. Thus, many commercial agribusiness transactions, trades, and disputes do not have traditional ways of settling disputes. In some extreme cases violence and death has been the result of these disputes. After twenty years of American Rural Mediation to assist rural commercial businesspersons and farmers, there are a number of key developments in these areas. This paper highlights for IAMA and others interested in commercial mediation, peacemaking and dispute resolution a number of possible options. This paper outlines the background, law, and efforts by U.S. states and federal government to focus on mediation as a way of settling disputes. As of FY2001 there have been close to 39,000 cases in the U.S. submitted to formal state and local mediation units. Estimates suggest that 70 percent or over 27,000 have been successful in solving the dispute. Finally the paper will enumerate the lessons mediation and peacemaking organizations have learned. This paper outlines the background, law, and efforts by U.S. states and federal government to focus on mediation as a way of settling disputes. As of FY2001 there have been close to 39,000 cases in the U.S. submitted to formal state and local mediation units. Estimates suggest that 70 percent or over 27,000 have been successful in solving the dispute. Finally the paper will enumerate the lessons mediation and peacemaking organizations have learned.
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Background

In the transformation and commercialization of agribusiness and resource-based projects and transactions, disputes over land, economic systems, environmental resources and financial fortune can be a serious impediment to growth and societal progress. In the rural areas, the rule of law is not always an accepted way of settling all disputes. In Arizona, less than 100 years ago, the “six” gun was used to settle disputes. In Arizona and twenty-five other states Rural Mediation centers currently are operating successfully. In Indonesia, one of the world’s major emerging markets and democracy, rural disputes has even caused riots, and even death. In both rural and agriculturally based Arizona and Indonesia, this paper highlights methodology and courses being developed to help solve some of these conflicts. Mediation, alternative dispute resolution, peace making and arbitration are techniques that can help solve both commercial and civil disputes. This is particularly true where the “rule of law” or courts cannot or will not be able to solve issues quickly, economically, and efficiently for all participants. Historically, rural alternative dispute resolution grew out of farmers’ and ranchers’ disputes, which could not be resolved by the existing institutions. In the U.S., over 70% of disputes referred to mediation are solved to the satisfaction of all parties. No party wins all but on the other hand, no party loses all either. This has significantly slowed appeals and litigation in certain important areas. Today around the world, mediation and similar techniques are used in trade matters, cross border issues, land issues, health determinations, divorce, and a wide variety of other issues before the courts, government agencies, and health organizations.

In the past five years, the Academy of Agriculture in Indonesia, Bogor Agricultural the Indonesian Agricultural Extension Academy, the Bogor Agribusiness Center and Arizona State University will continue to develop new ideas and institutions to assist alternative dispute resolution in emerging markets. Assisting this group, the Arizona Foundation of Law Related Education and the Santa Cruz Institute will help set up valued training and courses for all in these areas. This includes the creation of the Indonesia Rural Alternative Dispute Resolution and Agribusiness program. They will focus on developing joint techniques, courses, and certified individuals that will assist rural civic and commercial dispute settlements.

The strategies of these institutions is to promote courses and training, which focus on civic and mediation centers from the rural areas and to teach courses leading to mediation certificate and dispute resolution programs. The purpose is that the various parties can assist each other to focus on the techniques and alternative dispute resolution process in Indonesia and Southeast Asian emerging markets. Just south of Tucson these techniques are being developed also to assist in disputes over FTAA and NAFTA disputes related to trade and related issues. This will undoubtedly be part of the changes in WTO: The Doha Round, which is in large part focusing on Agriculture.
In the U.S. there is a similar Federal State Partnership. Section 502 of the Agricultural Credit Act of 1987 (P.L. 100-233) authorized the Secretary of Agriculture to help States develop the Department of Agriculture’s (USDA) Certified State Mediation Programs and participate in those programs. The Farm Service Agency (USDA) through its Executive Director for State Operations (EDSO) administers the program.

State mediation programs assist agricultural producers, their creditors, and other persons directly affected by the actions of the USDA to resolve disputes, thereby reducing participants’ costs associated with administrative appeals, litigation, and bankruptcy. The USDA Mediation Program gives farmers and ranchers a confidential way to work out distressed or delinquent loans.

Agricultural mediation is a way of settling disputes within a producer’s own means. The program provides a neutral mediator who can sit down with the parties or work on the phone to resolve very problematic issues. Instead of years it can take for a case to filter through the courts, mediation generally takes only a few meetings to complete. A critical feature of mediation is confidentiality in working out differences concerning farmers and ranchers’ business operations. Mediation documents are not to be used for any other legal action. This is one of the key requirements for State mediation certification. Confidentiality is the key to making mediation work.

**Historical Development and the Law**

The Agricultural Credit Act of 1987 authorized federal efforts as a result of the problems throughout the rural areas in America. It was based on a number of state programs principally in the Mid-West. It set up a series of matching grants for state formulated programs. Today there are 30 different programs in 30 states. Each state is different. The Food, Agriculture, Conservation and Trade Act of 1990 (P.L. 101-624) extended this authority through FY 1995. The Federal Crop Insurance Reform and Department of Agriculture Reorganization Act of 1994 (P.L. 103-354) further refined the program. The Agriculture Credit Improvement Act of 1992 (P.L. 102-554) also redefined the roles of states and federal agencies in this partnership. Section 282 of the 1994 Reorganization Act expanded the program to include wetland determinations, conservation compliance, agricultural credit, and rural water loan programs, grazing on national forest system lands, pesticides, and other issues the Secretary of Agriculture deems appropriate. Today Congress is strongly supportive of this system and has increased financial support as a way of assisting rural areas in the financial challenges of the new millennium. The BLM has participated in many of these mediations as an agency, which is directly affected by the challenges of farmers and ranchers in rural areas. Today for all adverse decisions, Section 275 of the Act required that if a USDA Certified State
Mediation Program is available as part of the informal hearing process, and the appeal participant would be offered mediation.

**What is Rural Mediation?**

Mediation is a process in which a trained, highly respected and impartial person—a mediator—helps people look at their mutual problems, identify and consider options, and determine if they can agree on a solution. A mediator has no decision-making authority. Unlike a judge or an arbitrator, a mediator cannot decide what is right or "make" anyone do anything. Successful mediation is almost always based on the voluntary cooperation and participation of all the parties.

USDA enters mediation to explore all available options to help agricultural producers, their creditors, and other persons directly affected by the actions of USDA to resolve disputes and reduce costs associated with administrative appeals, litigation, and bankruptcy. USDA representatives try to set a positive, constructive tone and encourage others to do the same in order to provide a positive atmosphere for good settlements.

**How Does Mediation Work?**

Any affected party can request mediation at any time, but it usually takes place after a government official advises the customer that mediation is available before or after receipt of formal adverse actions. The customer may request mediation or waive the opportunity to use the service. If mediation is requested, State mediation officials contact the requesting party to get a complete list of potential participants and their addresses and suggest steps the participants should take to prepare for mediation. The mediation service then assigns one or more mediators to the case. Participants may select or eliminate the mediators offered by the mediation service. Once a mediator is selected, all potential participants are advised that a mediation process is underway. If a meeting is scheduled, the parties are informed of the time, place, and nature of the mediation process. Ground rules are set to ensure that the conference is productive. Once an agreement is reached, the mediator makes sure that it is in writing, is signed, and made available to all participants. If an agreement is not reached, the case is closed, all parties are advised of the outcome, and all remain free to pursue other legal courses. Mediation does not favor one side or the other, but helps both consider their situation. The main idea is to provide a low-cost alternative to expensive, lengthy litigation or bankruptcy.
Certification of State Mediation Programs

The U.S. government has a special procedure to help States develop mediation services. Under Federal Regulation 7 CFR 1946, USDA officials determine whether a State program meets the following requirements:

By August 1 of each year, the Governor or designated State agency head must notify the USDA of its interest in being certified and eligible to receive matching Federal support funds for the State mediation program.

Mediation services must be provided to agricultural producers, creditors, and other persons directly affected by USDA actions to help them reach mutually agreeable settlement of their disputes.

The program must be authorized or administered by an agency of the State government or by the Governor.

Training and certification must be provided for mediators. Neutrality and familiarity with the problems are a must.

Confidentiality of the mediation process must be assured.

All lenders and borrowers of agricultural loans and, in cases of other issues covered by the mediation program, persons directly affected by USDA actions must be ensured of adequate notification of the mediation services available.

Each of these represents a lesson learned and are key to the high success rate of the program.

State Supplemental Mediation Agreements

Each state can refine the process. Once a State’s agricultural mediation program is certified, the USDA and state director jointly develops an agreement with the Governor’s State mediation officials and other USDA participating agencies. The agreement will describe how the affected agencies will participate in the program.

The USDA SED confers with the State Attorney General’s office, all affected USDA agencies, farm and ranch organizations that are interested in development of the State’s certified mediation program, and affected departments of State governments, to ensure that all interested parties have an opportunity to participate.

The agreement will contain the essentials of the State mediation structure, procedural guidelines, and forms to be used in the mediation process. Then the Regional Office of the General Counsel reviews it. See Appendix 1 for a state-by-state list.

National Performance

The USDA Agricultural Mediation Program was cited for efficiency and effectiveness in the Vice President’s Report of the National Performance Review, Creating a Government that Works better and Costs Less. The program was singled out as an example of activity, which other Federal agencies could use as a model.
The National Association of State Departments of Agriculture (NASDA) passed a resolution supporting the expansion of agricultural mediation. NASDA further urged the expansion of mediation to include other Federal agencies, which play a role in land and resource management, including the Department of Interior and Army Corps of Engineers.

What is the Lessons Learned?

There are several key lessons learned during the past two decades of this program. They include:

1. In the U.S. Federal-State Partnerships work. Adapting to local areas each state has a slightly different approach but it works. Before 1987, states were party to over 20,000 litigations against USDA agencies. This program has meant the states and Federal government agencies work together with the difficult restructuring and bankruptcy cases. The taxpayer does not have to pay twice.

2. Rural Peoples, Farmers and Producers have an important option. In 80% of the cases, no appeal has been files nor litigation started. With each litigated case costing around $80,000 according to government estimates. This suggests around $14,000,000 for each party that has been saved by the government and participant. Subtracting out the current costs for state and federal appropriations, participants and their counsel it suggests savings from all parties of a range of between $16. Million and $14. Million per year. See Discussion of Savings and Costs in Appendix II.

3. Both Federal and State Governments can participate and adapt the process to each state’s needs. The Attorney General, Agricultural and Environment agencies can refine the process. This means Senators and Congresspersons find this an important part of the program.

4. Training and certification must be provided for mediators. Neutrality and familiarity with the problems are a must for the mediators. Each participant and party can “pick” a neutral party from a roster maintained by both the Federal and State organization.

5. Confidentiality of the mediation process must be assured. This means that the findings by the parties are not part of the legal process. This is a voluntary process and not part of the legally defined process.

6. All lenders and borrowers of agricultural loans and, in cases of other issues covered by the mediation program, persons directly affected by USDA actions must be ensured of adequate notification of the mediation services available. This means banks, other federal and state agencies, have a right to seek a solution.
The success of mediation is expanding to both the public and private sector. Use of trained mediators, is effective in many incidences as an important tool for dispute resolution both in the U.S. and globally. Recent major mediations in the high technology area, Middle East peace process and emerging markets are key to reaching solutions to important issue.
Appendix 1: Certified State Mediation Program Contacts

State Mediation Program Contacts

Alabama
Lana M. Harms
Alabama Agricultural Mediation Program
Alabama Department of Agriculture and Industries
P.O. Box 1554
Montgomery, AL 35902-1554
Tel (256) 927-3257 voice mail (334) 240-7301 Mail Box #1000
Fax (334) 240-7270
E-Mail: alagmedharms@tds.net

Arkansas
Richard S. Johnston
Farm/Creditor Mediation Program
Arkansas Development Finance Authority
P.O. Box 8023
Little Rock, AR 72203
Tel (501) 682-5895
Fax (501) 682-5893
E-Mail: rjohnston@adfa.state.ar.us

Arizona
Eric Thor or Rodica Evtuhovici
Arizona Agricultural Mediation Program
Morrison School of Agribusiness and Resource Management
Arizona State University East
7001 E. Williams Road Bldg. Wanner
Mesa, AZ 85212
Tel (480) 727-1583 Cell Phone 602-320-4294
Fax (480) 727-1211
E-Mail: Eric.Thor@asu.edu or rodica@asu.edu
http://www.east.asu.edu/msabr/rearch/agmediation/agmed.htm

California
Carolyn Penny
UC Davis Extension
1333 Research Park Drive
Davis, CA 95616-4852
Tel (530) 757-8569
Fax (530) 757-8596
E-Mail: commonground@unexmail.ucdavis.edu

Colorado
Gary Graalman
Colorado Department of Agriculture  
2331 West 31st Avenue  
Denver, CO, 80211  
Tel (303) 480-9236  
Fax (303) 480-9236  
E-mail: Gary.Graalman@ag.state.co.us

Florida  
Dr. Larry Arrington  
Florida Cooperative Extension Service  
University of Florida  
1038 McCarty Hall  
Gainesville, FL 32611-0210  
Tel (352) 392-0582 or (352) 392-0412  
Fax (352) 392-0414  
http://gove.ufl.edu/~mediate/

Idaho  
Suzanne McCorkle  
Office of Conflict Management Services  
Boise State University  
1910 University Drive  
Boise, Idaho 83725-1900  
Tel: (208) 426-3776  
Fax: (208) 426-4318

Illinois  
Alicia Hill Ruiz  
Southern Illinois University School of Law  
104 Lesar Law Building  
Carbondale, IL 62901  
Tel (618) 453-5181  
Fax (618) 453-8727  
E-Mail: aruiz@siu.edu  
http://www.siu.edu/~lawsch/clinic/iamp/

Indiana  
Indiana Agricultural Mediation Program - Program Coordinator  
Gail Kappel  
Rural Services of Indiana, Inc.  
64345 US 31Lakeville, IN 46536  
Tel (574) 299-9648  
Fax (574) 299-9666  
E-Mail: ruralservices@aol.com  
And  
Indiana Agricultural Mediation Program - State Director
Linda Gray
Office of the Commissioner of Agriculture
150 W. Market Street
ISTA Center, Suite 414
Indianapolis, IN 46204
Tel (317) 232-8770
Fax (317) 232-1362
E-Mail: lgray@commerce.state.in.us

Iowa
Michael L. Thompson
Iowa Mediation Services
6200 Aurora Ave., Suite 608W
Urbandale, IA 50322
Tel (515) 331-8081
Fax (515) 331-8085
E-Mail: iamed8@netins.net
http://www.mediation-service.com/staff.html

Kansas
Forrest Buhler
Kansas Agricultural Mediation Service
K-State Research & Extension
2A Edwards Hall
Manhattan, KS 66506
Tel (785) 532-6958
Fax (785) 532-6532
E-Mail: fbuhler@oznet.ksu.edu
http://www.oznet.ksu.edu/dp_kams/

Louisiana
John K. Pierre
Louisiana State Agricultural Mediation Program
Southern University Law Center
P.O. Box 9294
Baton Rouge, LA 70813
Tel: (225) 771-4900 or (225) 925-2383
Fax: (225) 771-2474

Maryland
Jane Storrs
Agricultural Mediation Program
Maryland State Department of Agriculture
50 Harry S. Truman Parkway
Annapolis, MD 21401
Tel (410) 841-5770
Fax (410) 841-5987
E-Mail: storrsjm@mda.state.md
Massachusetts
Jeannie Adams
ADR Director
Massachusetts Office of Dispute Resolution
One Ashburton Place, Room 501
Boston, MA 02108
Tel (617) 727-2224
Fax (614) 727-6495
E-Mail: jeannie.adams@state.ma.us
http://www.state.ma.us/modr/

Michigan
Laura Bassein
Michigan Agricultural Mediation Program
State Court Administrative Office
309 N. Washington Square
P.O. Box 30048
Lansing, MI 48909
Tel (517) 373-4839
Fax (517) 373-8922
E-Mail: Basseinl@jud.state.mi.us
http://www.courts.michigan.gov/scao/dispute/#ag

Minnesota
Rodney B Hamer
Farmer Lender Mediation Program Director
467 Coffey Hall
1420 Eckles Avenue
St. Paul MN 55108-6090
Phone: (612) 625-1782
Fax: 612.625.1955
Email: hamer009@umn.edu
and
Mary Nell Preisler
Farmer Lender Mediation Program Coordinator
1526 170th Avenue
Bejou, MN 56516-9736
Phone: (218) 935-5785
Fax: 218.935.9053
Email: preis002@umn.edu
http://www.extension.umn.edu/specializations/businessmanagement/FarmerLenderMediation.html#contact

J. Chris Klenklen
Administrator
Missouri Department of Agriculture
1616 Missouri Blvd., P.O. Box 630
Jefferson City, Missouri 65102
Tel (573) 751-5514
Fax (573) 751-5516

Nebraska
Marian Beethe, Administrator
Tel (402) 471-6890
Joanne Komenda, Coordinator
Tel (402) 471-2341
Nebraska State Department of Agriculture
P.O. Box 94947
Lincoln, NE 68509-4947
Tel (402) 471-2341 or 1-800-446-4071
Fax (402) 471-9310
E-Mail: marianjb@agr.state.ne.us or joannek@agr.state.ne.us

New York
New York State Agricultural Mediation Program
NYS Unified Court System
Mark V. Collins, Assistant Coordinator
Tom Buckner, Principal Court Analyst
State Office of Alternative Dispute Resolution Programs
98 Niver Street
Cohoes, NY 12047
Tel (518) 238-2888 ext. 234 (Collins); ext. 238 (Buckner)
Fax (518) 238-2951
E-Mail: MCollins@courts.state.ny.us or tbuckner@courts.state.ny.us
http://www.courts.state.ny.us/adr

Nevada
Don Henderson or Paul Iverson
Nevada Agricultural Mediation Program
Nevada Division of Agriculture
350 Capitol Hill
Reno, NV 89502
Tel (775) 684-5333
Fax (775) 882-5121
E-Mail: hnderson@govmail.state.nv.us

New Jersey (Pending)
Sherry M. Dudas
State of New Jersey Department of Agriculture
P.O. Box 330
New Mexico
Patrick Sullivan
New Mexico Cooperative Extension Service
P.O. Box 3003, Department 3AE
Las Cruces, NM 88003
Tel (505) 646-2433
Fax (505) 646-3808
E-Mail: pasulliv@nmsu.edu
http://www.nmsu.edu/~agmed/right.html

North Dakota
Jeff Knudson
North Dakota Agricultural Mediation Service
North Dakota Department of Agriculture
600 East Boulevard, 6th Floor Bismarck, ND 58505
Tel (701) 328-4769 or 328-2231
Fax (701) 328-4567
E-Mail: jknudson@state.nd.us
http://www.agdepartment.com/programs/ams.html

Oklahoma
Dr. Mac McCrory
Director
Institute for Issues Management & ADR
Oklahoma State University
2302 W. 7th Street
Stillwater, OK 74074
Tel (800) 248-5465 or (405) 744-6477
Fax (405) 377-1048

South Dakota
Shanon Nowell
South Dakota Agricultural Development
Joe Foss Building, 523 E. Capitol
Pierre, SD 57501-3182
Tel (605) 773-5436 or 1-800-228-5254
Fax (605) 773-3481
E-Mail: shanon.nowell@state.sd.us
http://www.state.sd.us/doa/ag_dev/agdev_mediation.htm

Texas
D. Gene Valentini or Becky Killgore
Texas South Plains Association of Governments
Dispute Resolution Center
1323 58th Street, P.O. Box 3730
Lubbock, TX 79452-3730
Tel (806) 762-8721 or 1-800-858-1809
Fax (806) 765-9544
E-Mail: spag.drc@juno.com
www.spag.org

Utah
Kyle R. Stephens
Deputy Commissioner
Utah Department of Agriculture and Food
P.O. Box 146500
Salt Lake City, UT 84114
Tel (801) 538-7102
Fax (801) 538-7126
E-Mail: kylestephens@utah.gov
Http://www.ag.state.ut.us/divisns/comisnr/medlinks.htm

Washington
Jack Hebner
Mediator Director
Fulcum Institute
905 W. Riverside, Suite 304
Spokane WA 99201-1099
Tel (509) 838-2799 (phone & fax the same)
E-Mail: hebnerj@worldnet.att.com

Wisconsin
Jo Ann Prust
Wisconsin State Farm Mediation and Arbitration
Wisconsin Department of Agriculture, Trade and Consumer Protection
2811 Agriculture Drive
P.O. Box 8911
Madison, WI 53708
Tel (608) 224-5052
Fax (608) 5110 or 224-5111
E-Mail: jo.prust@datcp.state.wi.us
Http://datcp.state.wi.us/wfc/mediation

Wyoming
Lucy Hansen
Wyoming Agriculture and Natural Resources Mediation Program
2219 Carey Avenue
Cheyenne, WY 82002-0100
Tel (307) 777-7323
Fax (307) 777-6593
E-Mail: lhanse@state.wy.us
http://www.soswy.state.wy.us/director/boards/ag-med.htm

National Office Contact:
Chester A. Bailey
Farm Service Agency
USDA Agricultural Mediation Program
USDA/FSA/OS/Stop 0511/Room 3716-S
1400 Independence Ave., SW
Washington, D.C. 20250-0511
Tel (202) 720-1471 or (OS) (202) 720-7619
Fax (202) 690-0644 or (OS) (690-4727
E-Mail: cbailey@wdc.fsa.usda.gov
Appendix II: Costs and Savings by Mediation

This is a brand new analysis done by NAD and OIG offices

Assumptions:
In USDA mediation, the range of cost per case estimated by the Office of Inspector General (OIG) Report No. 03801-23 TE to be from a low figure of approximately $537 to a high figure of $9,400. Using OIG's study figures, the average cost per mediation case to USDA is approximately $2,600.

The National Appeals Division of USDA published in its FY 2000 and 2001 Annual Performance Plan that its FY 2001 budget was estimated at $13,450,000 to administer its typical 3,500 cases. Using these figures as a baseline, those figures suggest that, NAD's cost per case is approximately $3,840. Of the 3,500 NAD determinations each year, 2,500 are hearing officer determinations, 800 are Director reviews of agency determinations that are not appealable to NAD.

Using these figures, a $5.5 million appropriation in fiscal year 2005 has a potential net savings of about $2.6 million ($5.5 million multiplied by $0.47).

A dispute solved quickly outside the appeal process saves staff time, emotional energy and effort. The agency has a strong interest in resolving disputes as quickly as possible. The FSA Florida Appeals Coordinator reported recently that mediation cases of equal complexity can be mediated in about 50% of the time required to handle the same case before NAD. The Florida Appeals Coordinator states that the average expense for the agency on a NAD case is about $1,500.

The majority of disputes mediated involve FSA customers and/or their lenders. The certified state mediation programs also handle disputes involving conservation issues of NRCS, grazing on Forest Service System land, and rural housing, rural business, rural water loans of RD, crop insurance of RMA, and other issues the Secretary considers appropriate.

The costs above are similar to that reported in a 1995 report to Congress by the Administrative Conference of the United States (ACUS), which at that time coordinated the ADR work of federal agencies. An example sited, the statewide Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA) in Oregon determined costs for a typical contested case in 1998 averaged about $4,000. LUBA cases that did not go through the formal hearing process and utilized a mediator instead cost between $900 and $2,500, a savings of up to $3,100 per case. This was stated in a 1/27/99 letter from Rebecca A. Sweetland, Oregon Dispute Resolution Commission), Cost Savings Generated by Public ADR, Jerry, Neugarten, March, 1999.

This analysis was done by the CAMP (Coalition of Agricultural Mediation Programs) and includes the cost of the attorneys

3000 Cases from USDA Estimates and State Annual Reports x 80% Success Rate
2400 Cases reach successful conclusion of no appeal

2400 Mediation Cases
$80,000 per USDA per IG Inspector Estimates. 
$19,200,000 for the U.S. Government

A Similar Savings for State, Participant and other Institutions $19.2 Million

Cost of Programs

$2.-3 Million U.S. Appropriation plus overhead

State Costs including Cost Share $750,000

Participant Costs equal $1000 per case or $2.4 Million

Thus, $14. Million to 15 Million in savings annually.